A TEA TIP

SEEMAN BROTHERS

NEW YORK
REASONS FOR USING
White Rose Ceylon Tea

QUALITY — One Quality Only — the Best. Packed in Ceylon, the country of origin, we have the largest selection to draw from, and the sealed package preserves all the original flavor and aroma from Factory to Family.

UNIFORMITY — Our reputation, experience and self-interest guarantees it.

ECONOMY — Its Double Strength Saves 50 per cent. USE only One Teaspoonful for Two Cups instead of one for each cup as required of other teas. A 10 cent package makes 40 cups.
There’s everything in a name when it stands for an established product of recognized merit.

When people want good tea, they do not merely ask for “good tea” — they ask for

It means the same thing and is more definite.

Seeman Brothers
New York